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Compliancy Software to be Featured in Case Study at the IT Compliance
Institute Conference
April 23, 2007 -- Compliancy Software, provider of next generation solutions for automating business
processes for risk management and compliance regulations will be featured in a case study at the IT
Compliance Institute Conference on May 4, 2007 in Washington, DC. The conference is at the Hyatt
Regency Crystal City at the Reagan National Airport and the session is 7B from 1:40-2:55 PM.
Scott Rogers, Associate Director of Internal Audit at PPD, will be presenting a case study on how they
solved the challenges of managing compliance complexity and control alignment utilizing the
Compliancy Software solution.
PPD is a leading global contract research organization for pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical
device, academic and government organizations. PPD had selected the Compliancy Software
solution because they wanted a single solution that was easier, more cost effective, and with the
flexibility to start with their SOX processes and then extend to general business processes and future
compliance and risk management requirements.
Compliancy Software provides an integrated BPM-based solution for automating any risk, compliance
or general business process via a single platform. Compliancy Software is unique having built a
template and forms driven application for easier implementation, customization and expansion that
provides for a future-proof investment for risk management and compliance requirements.
In addition, Compliancy’s solution significantly improves management effectiveness with advance
capabilities such as continuous control monitoring and its unique Individualized Task Routing TM (ITR)
capabilities so that task owners only deal with their specific tasks thus eliminating access to complex
systems and significantly reducing training and support costs.
About Compliancy Software
Compliancy Software offers a next generation, BPM-based solution for automating and managing
business processes for COSO based Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and compliance
requirements such as Sarbanes-Oxley. Compliancy solutions enable a future-proof investment that
more effectively reduces costs with its unique Individualized Task Routing (ITR), optimized
automation, and integrated roles driven interfaces for greater ease of use and lower training and
support costs. Visit us at www.compliancysoftware.com.
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